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Average annual loss (AAL) is traditionally used as the basis of assessing flood risk

and evaluating risk mitigation measures. This research presents an improved

implementation to estimate building-specific AAL, with the flood hazard of

a building represented by the Gumbel extreme value distribution. AAL is

then calculated by integrating the area under the overall loss-exceedance

probability curve using trapezoidal Riemann sums. This implementation is

compared with existing AAL estimations from flood risk assessment. A

sensitivity analysis is conducted to examine the variability in AAL results based

on depth-damage function (DDF) choice. To demonstrate the methodology,

a one-story single-family residence is selected to assess the financial benefits

of freeboard (i.e., increasing lowest floor elevations). Results show that 1 ft.

of freeboard results in annual flood risk reduction of over $1,000, while 4

ft of freeboard results in annual flood risk reduction of nearly $2,000. The

sensitivity result suggests that the DDF selection is critical, as a large proportion

of flood loss is counted below the top of the first floor. The findings of this

paper will enhance DDF selection, improve flood loss estimates, encourage

homeowners and communities to invest in flood mitigation, and provide

government decision-makers with improved information when considering

building code changes.
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flood risk assessment, average annual loss, exceedance probability, freeboard, depth
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Introduction

Average annual losses (AALs) from floods currently amount

to $104 billion worldwide (Desai et al., 2015). These losses

are projected to increase as a combined result of enhanced

economic property value and increasing severity and frequency

of extreme weather events (Evans et al., 2006; Kunreuther and

Michel-Kerjan, 2007; Botzen and van den Bergh, 2008; Hino and

Hall, 2017). Yet many individuals and communities continue to

underestimate the possibility of flood losses. This suggests that

flood frequency and possible losses are not understood clearly

and that the potential benefits of mitigation measures are not

communicated effectively (Burningham et al., 2008; Parker et al.,

2009; Merz et al., 2015; Mol et al., 2020).

In the U.S., flood risk is typically understood in terms of

whether a building is elevated above or below the 1% (i.e., 100-

year) annual exceedance probability (AEP) flood event elevation

[aka: base flood elevation (BFE)]. The BFE is often used as the

design flood elevation (DFE). With no additional elevation for

the first floor above the BFE (i.e., “freeboard”) to serve as added

protection against flooding, the probability of the 1% APE event

being exceeded in 70 years (i.e., the life expectancy of a house) is

50.3%. Thus, without freeboard, half of all houses in the special

flood hazard area (SFHA; area of the 1% APE flood) built to the

BFE are expected to flood at least once, with 15.6% expected

to flood twice during their expected life span (Hawkesbury-

Nepean Floodplain Management Steering Committee, 2006).

These startling facts underscore the need for improved hazard

management and communication of the hazard. In addition to

the unnecessary danger to life, wise economic investment in

buildings and communities should come with the expectation

that far less than half will be flood-damaged during their

life span.

Flood risk assessment is performed on different scales,

ranging from macro- to micro-scale (i.e., single-residence

building). At the macro-scale level, broader zones such as large

cities, countries, and subcontinents are used in loss assessments

(e.g., Hall et al., 2005; Lamb et al., 2010; Markus et al., 2010;

Pandey et al., 2010; Hsu et al., 2011; Aerts et al., 2013;Ward et al.,

2013; Winsemius et al., 2013; Koks et al., 2015; Olsen et al., 2015;

Chen et al., 2016; Falter et al., 2016; Lorente, 2019; Shan et al.,

2019). “Meso-scale” refers to local-level risk assessments such

as towns, small communities, and neighborhoods (e.g., Ernst

et al., 2010; Arrighi et al., 2013; Lüdtke et al., 2019; Shen et al.,

2019). Although flood risk assessment has been investigated

in numerous studies, only a few have been focused at the

individual building level (e.g., Montgomery and Kunreuther,

2018; Armal et al., 2020). In addition, Bhola et al. (2020) have

focused not only on the individual building level, but also on

differentiating between uses of each building in order to better

assess risk.

AAL, represented by the loss-exceedance probability curve,

is the basis for flood risk quantification and evaluation of risk

mitigation measures (Dalezios, 2017). Three primary AAL

implementations have been used in flood risk assessment. The

first uses available return period and flood depth data to calculate

AAL as a piecewise product of the flood probability, with

absolute losses calculated from a depth-damage function (DDF;

FEMA, 2013). This technique typically yields coarse trapezoidal

representations of the integrand, underestimating AAL and

having limited utility for including losses from long-return-

period floods. The second implementation uses a log-linear

distribution to derive the linkage of loss with return periods,

with absolute losses extrapolated to longer return periods and

AAL estimated using the trapezoidal rule (Olsen et al., 2015).

The implementation is suboptimal because it requires modeling

the loss separately and then applying Riemann sum integration

to obtain AAL. The third implementation uses a generalized

extreme value distribution function, fitted with a Markov

chain-based Monte Carlo (MCMC) method using annual

maximum water level collected from river gauge stations to

represent the area’s flood characteristics (Zarekarizi et al., 2020).

AAL is then calculated using the MCMC-derived extreme value

parameters, DDF, and the building-to-river-gauge-station height

difference, neglecting the horizontal distance, by computing

the piecewise product of absolute loss and flood probability.

In this implementation, structures with similar height

difference from gauge stations have similar AAL estimates.

These three methods are described in more detail in the

next section.

To address the shortcomings of existing implementations,

this paper introduces a refined implementation, in which

flood AAL is calculated by fitting the Gumbel extreme value

distribution function, which is well-suited to representing right-

skewed functions (e.g., flood return periods), using available

flood depth data, to model AEPs for the expected flood depths. A

case study of a hypothetical one-story, single-family residence in

Metairie, Louisiana, is used to demonstrate the implementation.

AAL estimations are carried out for each half-foot increment

of additional depth (i.e., freeboard), and is compared with

the existing three AAL implementations. A sensitivity analysis

is also conducted to examine the variability in AAL results

based on DDF choice between United States Army Corps of

Engineers USACE (2000), USACE (2006), and Nofal et al.

(2020), as well as the depth-damage distribution data published

by Wing et al. (2020). The contribution of this paper is

the improvement of building-specific flood AAL estimation

through more precise computational representation of the

loss-AEP distribution and the use of building-specific flood

characteristics using the Gumbel distribution, in addition

to evaluation of the implications of DDF selection on

AAL result.
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Background: Existing AAL
implementation methods

There are three primary AAL implementations in flood risk

assessment field; AAL is calculated as piecewise of probability

and loss using limited return periods, a piecewise approach

with log-linear extrapolation, and a piecewise approach with

generalized extreme value distribution. The computations of

these three existing AAL implementations are described in

Supplementary Document 1.

In the first implementation, AAL is calculated as the

piecewise product of probability and loss using only the available

return periods for the site (e.g., FEMA, 2013; Montgomery and

Kunreuther, 2018; Armal et al., 2020). It is common practice in

flood risk assessments to use only the available data of AEPs

(oftentimes 10- 50- 100-, 500-year flood data), despite the fact

that flood losses arise from all possible flood events (Oliver

et al., 2019). To estimate AAL using this implementation, losses

associated with the site’s available return periods are calculated

directly as piecewise product of probability and percentage

of building value lost from depth-loss functions. Result of

probability and loss products are integrated using the Riemann

sumor FEMA (2013) equation to obtain the total AAL (Equation

1), where fi is the flood frequency (i.e., AEP) of the return period,

and Li is the loss corresponding to return period i.

AAL =
(

f10 − f50
)

·
L10 + L50

2
+

(

f50 − f100
)

·
L50 + L100

2

+
(

f100 − f500
)

·
L100 + L500

2
+

(

f500 · L500
)

(1)

In the second implementation, a piecewise approach with

log-linear extrapolation is used to extend the time range of the

return periods (e.g., Olsen et al., 2015). AAL is calculated as the

piecewise product of probability and absolute loss using limited

return periods with Riemann sum integration. Trendlines

obtained through regression analyses of the available data are

used to derive multiple equations that represent losses from

flood depths. Values of return periods are plotted against their

expected losses to obtain the regression equation (Equation 2),

where S represents the loss in $, R is the return period, and u, and

α are the site-specific location and scale parameters, respectively.

S = u+ α ln (R) (2)

From the derived equations, losses are extrapolated to a

longer return period time range (Figure 1). The expected losses

of all events with different AEPs are integrated using Riemann

sums to estimate the overall AAL.

The third implementation uses a generalized extreme value

(GEV) distribution function to represent the flood hazard

(Zarekarizi et al., 2020). The annual maximum water level from

the nearest USGS river gauge station is used to fit the GEV. An

MCMC method is used to fit the data to a GEV function to get

FIGURE 1

Log-linear Loss-Return Period Relationship.

the location, scale, and shape parameters. The AAL is calculated

using the GEV parameters, DDF, and house initial stage, the

latter of which is calculated by subtracting the elevation of the

gauge station from that of the building. A piecewise product of

flood probability estimated from GEV and flood loss calculated

from the DDF is conducted to estimate the AAL.

Methods

AAL is calculated by modeling AEP for expected flood

depths using the Gumbel extreme value distribution function.

The structure-specific Gumbel parameters are used to generate

flood events by flood depth andAEP. These depths are converted

to losses using a DDF and the structure’s first-floor height (FFH).

AAL is calculated by integrating the area under the overall

loss-AEP curve using trapezoidal Riemann sums. A sensitivity

analysis is then performed using different DDFs to check the

implications of DDF selection in AAL estimations.

Improved AAL implementation

In this implementation, the Gumbel distribution is fitted

to determine the corresponding AEP for given flood depths.

The relationship between flood depth and its expected

loss is determined using the USACE DDFs. The AAL is

determined through numerical integration of the flood AEP

and loss functions. The following sections describe the AAL

implementation in detail.

Characterizing flood hazard

An extreme value distribution function is needed to define

the return periods and their corresponding flood depths. Driven

by the right-skewed nature of flood return periods, AEPs for the

expected flood depths are modeled using Gumbel distribution

function (e.g., Kumar and Bhardwaj, 2015; Singh et al., 2018;

Malakar, 2020; Patel, 2020). The Gumbel distribution provides

the best fit among other extreme value distributions and it
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is effective for smaller sample sizes (Cunnane, 1989; Onen

and Bagatur, 2017). The two-parameter Gumbel extreme value

distribution is used here (Equation 3):

f (D) =

(

1

α

)

exp

[

−

(

D− u

α

)

− exp

(

−

(

D− u

α

))]

(3)

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the

distribution (Equation 4) is the annual probability that a

stochastic variable X is less than or equal to a flood event of

depth D (annual non-exceedance probability), and is written as:

F (D) = P (X ≤ D) = exp

[

−exp

(

−

(

D− u

α

))]

(4)

Solving for D yields the Gumbel inverse CDF (Equation

5), where flood depth D is obtained as a function of flood

non-exceedance probability and Gumbel parameters:

D = F−1 (F (D)) = u− α ln
(

−ln(F (D))
)

= u− α ln
(

−ln(p)
)

(5)

where p = P(X ≤ D). The AEP of the flood event with depth D

is (1− p).

In Equations (3–5), f (D) is the Gumbel PDF, F (D) is

the CDF, and F−1 (D) is the inverse CDF. The Gumbel

distribution is fit using the flood depth data and corresponding

annual non-exceedance probabilities (Equation 5) to estimate

the site-specific location (u) and scale (α) parameters at the

building location.

The site-specific u and α are corrected according to Mostafiz

et al. (2021) so that the u parameter at each cell overlying the

structure is negative. The u value should be negative for most

residential buildings, as flood depth at lower return period flood

event would only be possible for waterlogged terrain. For any

cell in which the u value is positive, a 2-year return period flood

depth threshold value of −0.05 feet is incorporated with other

flood depth data for that cell. Because a double logarithmic

transformation is used, 2 years is the lowest return period that

can be considered. The Gumbel distribution is again fit using the

additional 2-year return period flood depth data and the u value

is checked. If the u value is still positive, the threshold value is

decreased by increments of−0.05 until u becomes negative. The

Python code for the improved AAL implementation including

the correction procedure of Gumbel parameters are provided in

Supplementary Document 2.

Depth-damage functions

The relationship between flood depth and loss (in terms

of percentage of building value) is characterized using DDFs

that have been developed based on post-flood surveys and

expert elicitation (USACE, 2015). The USACE is considered the

primary source of DDFs in the U.S. (Multihazard Mitigation

Council, 2017). USACE depth-damage curves return the mean

FIGURE 2

USACE (2000) DDF for a one-story home without basement.

percentage of building and content loss that a residence is

expected to encounter given a specific flood depth.

The flood depth above the first floor Dh, is determined

from the predicted flood depth (D) less the FFH of the building

(Equation 6).

Dh = D− FFH (6)

USACEDDFs in general account for damage to the structure

below the FFH by assigning loss at negative flood depths

for buildings without a basement, as shown in Figure 2. This

procedure accounts for the impacts to the floor structure and

other structural elements, as well as to electrical, plumbing,

and mechanical systems that may be located below the

building’s FFH.

AAL calculation using Riemann sum approach

AAL is generally calculated by integrating flood loss function

L (P) across the range of flood probabilities (Equation 7),

such that,

AAL =

∫ Pmax

Pmin

L (P) dP (7)

where Pmin corresponds to the lowest exceedance probability

(flood event with longer return period) and the Pmax

corresponds to the highest exceedance probability (flood event

with shorter return period). The loss function L (P) is unique

for a building and location combination. This function is

derived from the DDF based on the relationship of flood depth

above the ground (D), the calculated probability of that flood

depth occurring (Equation 4), and the height of the home’s

first-floor above the ground (FFH). Beginning with the DDF

damage initiation point (i.e., the depth relative to the first-

floor height where damage starts; Dh = −2 feet for USACE,

2000), the corresponding DDF flood loss percentage is recorded

and the flood depth above ground (D) is calculated using the

relationship expressed in Equation 6. The corresponding AEP

is calculated as (1–p), where p is calculated using Equation 4.

This process is repeated for incrementally increasing values of
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Dh, and the loss function L (P)is constructed using the series

of DDF loss percentages and corresponding probabilities. The

AAL is estimated by solving the integral of Equation 7 using a

trapezoidal Riemann sum approach. The area of each trapezoids

is calculated as the average loss multiplied by the difference in

probabilities and the AAL is estimated the sum of areas of all

trapezoids as shown in Equation 8 (Meyer et al., 2008, 2009).

Total AAL expressed as a percentage (AALT,%) is the summation

of building (AALb,%) and contents (AALc,%) AAL percentages

based on the building’s value (Equation 9). Total AAL is

calculated as a percentage of the building replacement value,

which can then be converted to a dollar figure (Equation 10).

AAL% =

N
∑

n=1

(

Ln + Ln+1

2
·
(

Pn+1 − Pn
)

)

(8)

AALT,% = AALb,% + AALc,% (9)

AALT,$ = AALT,% · BV (10)

DDF sensitivity

DDFs are key components upon which loss assessments are

based and are accepted worldwide as the standard method in

estimating flood loss (Apel et al., 2009). However, variability in

AAL results based on DDF is a primary concern in assessing

losses (Wing et al., 2020). A sensitivity analysis is conducted in

this study to examine the variability in AAL results based on

DDF choice.

While other DDFs are available, USACE (2006) is selected

for this sensitivity analysis as it is specific to the area where

the case study is located. Nofal et al. (2020) and Wing et al.

(2020) are selected for this sensitivity analysis as they are

considered the most recent comprehensive work in the loss

function area. Moreover, all these functions are comparable

with the classification (e.g., occupancy type, number of stories,

presence of a basement, measured by depth, loss as a percentage

of building replacement cost) of the adopted USACE (2000)

function. This ensures a consistent and effective comparison

between the functions. It is noteworthy that Wing et al. (2020)

consider only building loss, whereas all other functions used here

consider both the building and content losses. While USACE

(2000) and USACE (2006) separate building loss from content

loss, Nofal et al. (2020) integrates both in one function. Although

the damage initiation point of the Nofal et al. (2020) DDF is

at −3 ft relative to FFH to provide a conservative measure, the

function is truncated in the present study to begin calculating

building losses with damage initiation at −2 ft. Wing et al.

(2020) attributes no loss percentages below the building’s first

floor (damage initiation at 0 ft relative to FFH). The analysis

considers DDF variability using damage initiation points at −2,

−1, and 0 ft relative to FFH. The loss functions are provided in

the Supplementary Document 3.

TABLE 1 Case study flood elevations and depths.

AEP Flood elevation (ft.) Flood depth (ft.)

0.002 −3.4 3.6

0.01 −3.9 3.1

0.02 −4.2 2.8

0.1 −4.7 2.3

Case study

A case study was performed in Metairie, Louisiana, to

demonstrate the scenario for new construction of a hypothetical

one-story, single-family home with 1,800 ft2 of living area. The

case study is located in the metropolitan New Orleans area

within Jefferson Parish (County) at coordinates 29.994385◦N,

−90.168238◦W. The ground elevation of the site is −7.0

ft. (NAVD88; North American Vertical Datum of 1988),

determined by FEMA-developed Lidar. The site is located on

NFIP Map Panel 22051C0185F within zone AE −4, indicating

that the BFE is −4 ft. (NAVD 88), which corresponds to a 3.0 ft

of FFH. Note that much of the metropolitan New Orleans area

is protected by various flood protection systems, such as levees,

pumping stations, and flood gates (Wilkins et al., 2008). In

2019, the average cost of constructing a single-family residence

in the New Orleans area was $92.47 per square foot (Moselle,

2018), which yields an estimated construction cost for a 1,800

ft2 residence of $166,450.

Flood depth grids of Metairie used in the case study were

developed by FEMA through the RiskMapping, Assessment and

Planning (Risk MAP) program (FEMA, 2022). Flood depths of

the 10-, 50-, 100-, and 500-year return periods, with 0.1, 0.02,

0.01, and 0.002 AEPs, are 2.3-, 2.8-, 3.1-, and 3.6-ft. above local

ground, respectively. The corresponding flood depths are shown

in Table 1.

Results

AAL estimations are carried out for each half-foot increment

of additional freeboard above the BFE up to 4.0 ft., to allow

for loss comparison. The results are further contrasted with the

three other implementations used for estimating the expected

AAL of flooding. A sensitivity analysis is conducted to examine

the variability in AAL results based on DDF choice.

Estimated AAL

A Gumbel distribution is fit using the flood depth data of

the building. The Gumbel parameters u and α are estimated as

−0.0108 and 0.658, respectively and are used to compute flood
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TABLE 2 AAL results for each freeboard scenario using USACE (2000) for Metairie, Louisiana, case study.

Freeboard (ft.) First-floor elevation (ft.) First-floor height (ft.) Building AAL ($) Content AAL ($) Total AAL ($)

0.0 −4.0 3.0 $1,221 $772 $1,993

0.5 −3.5 3.5 $580 $368 $948

1.0 −3.0 4.0 $273 $173 $446

1.5 −2.5 4.5 $128 $81 $209

2.0 −2.0 5.0 $60 $38 $98

2.5 −1.5 5.5 $28 $17 $45

3.0 −1.0 6.0 $13 $8 $21

3.5 −0.5 6.5 $6 $3 $9

4.0 0.0 7.0 $2 $1 $3

TABLE 3 Comparison of calculated building and content annual average loss by calculation method and freeboard amount for the Metairie,

Louisiana, case study.

Freeboard (ft.) Piecewise product Log-linear relationship GEV distribution

of probability and loss

Building Content Total Building Content Total Building Content Total

AAL$ AAL$ AAL$ AAL$ AAL$ AAL$ AAL$ AAL$ AAL$

0.0 $2,063 $1,218 $3,281 $10,309 $6,564 $16,873 $131,692 $66,292 $197,984

0.5 $1,279 $789 $2,068 $1,151 $711 $1,862 $130,819 $66,195 $197,014

1.0 $528 $342 $870 $477 $305 $782 $129,950 $66,061 $196,011

1.5 $101 $69 $170 $150 $101 $251 $128,774 $65,871 $194,645

2.0 $21 $17 $38 $33 $26 $59 $127,634 $65,590 $193,224

2.5 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $126,121 $65,138 $191,259

3.0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $124,657 $64,652 $189,309

3.5 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $122,695 $63,974 $186,669

4.0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $120,867 $63,270 $184,137

probabilities corresponding to various flood depths. The AAL is

estimated using building-specific u, α, and FFH values and the

USACE (2000) DDF. The Dh start at −2 ft above the ground

and are increased in 0.1 ft increments to 24 ft (260 trapezoids).

The results are summarized in Table 2, which show that total

AAL is reduced with each additional 0.5 ft. of freeboard increase,

with greater reduction occurring for smaller freeboard and the

reduction decreasing gradually as freeboard increases. However,

the cumulative reduction in AAL continues to increase with each

additional freeboard increase.

Constructing the single-family home with additional

freeboard reduces flood risk in flooding events considerably.

Adding a half-foot of freeboard decreases annual risk by

52% in this location-specific example. Similarly, increasing the

freeboard by 1 and 2 ft. results in 78 and 95% of decreased annual

risk, respectively.

Comparison with existing AAL
implementations

The results of this study are contrasted with the three

current implementations using the case study and summarized

in Table 3.

The comparison shows that the existing implementations

provide higher estimates of AAL. The first implementation

based on piecewise products uses only the available flood

depth data of the building, which results in fewer and coarser

trapezoidal intervals of return periods. The log-linear regression

implementation shows considerably higher estimates than the

first implementation. The third implementation provided the

worst AAL estimates, which are very large. As mentioned earlier,

the location is protected by a flood protection system, so the river

gauge station data are not suitable for this location.
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TABLE 4 AAL results using USACE (2000, 2006), and Nofal et al. (2020)

at a damage initiation point of −2 ft relative to FFH.

Freeboard USACE (2000) USACE (2006) Nofal et al. (2020)

(ft.) AALT,$ AALT,$ AALT,$

0.0 $1,993 $2,903 $2,134

0.5 $948 $1,375 $1,034

1.0 $446 $646 $492

1.5 $209 $303 $231

2.0 $98 $141 $108

2.5 $45 $66 $51

3.0 $21 $30 23

3.5 $9 $14 11

4.0 $3 $6 5

TABLE 5 As in Table 4, but for damage initiation point of −1 ft relative

to FFH.

Freeboard USACE (2000) USACE (2006) Nofal et al. (2020)

(ft.) AALT,$ AALT,$ AALT,$

0.0 $1,487 $2,491 $1,028

0.5 $701 $1,175 $486

1.0 $329 $551 $228

1.5 $154 $258 $107

2.0 $71 $120 $50

2.5 $33 $56 $23

3.0 $14 $26 $10

3.5 $6 $12 $5

4.0 $3 $5 $2

DDF sensitivity

Sensitivity analysis is carried out to examine the variability in

AAL results based on DDF choice. AALs are further computed

for each half-foot increment of additional freeboard increase

using USACE (2006), and Nofal et al. (2020) functions, with

damage initiation points at −2 and −1 ft relative to FFH

(Tables 4, 5, respectively). The same three functions and the

depth-damage distribution data from Wing et al. (2020) are

compared for a damage initiation point of 0 ft relative to FFH

(Table 6), to account for the Wing et al. (2020) attribution of

losses starting at 0 ft relative to FFH.

With respect to total AAL results of the functions, USACE

(2000) and Nofal et al. (2020) estimates are very similar in

all flood depths. However, the area-specific USACE (2006)

function consistently results in a higher AAL compared to

the generic USACE (2000) and Nofal et al. (2020) functions.

The low AAL estimates from Table 6 are expected given that

damage below FFH adds significantly to the AAL because of

the higher probabilities of lower return period flood events. Not

surprisingly, the Wing et al. (2020) AAL estimates are lower, as

this function considers only the building loss.

Discussion

Flood loss reduction is an immediate benefit gained

by increasing freeboard. Other benefits include savings on

insurance premiums, less distress and suffering, faster disaster

recovery, and ideally increased home value. The result of this

work demonstrated that flood protection is often feasible and

economically advantageous with added freeboard. Additionally,

applying building-level assessments as a part of larger-scale risk

estimations yield more detailed results.

In the first existing AAL implementation, the annual

probabilities are based on available data without modeling

the probability of different outcomes. Thus, relatively few and

coarse trapezoidal intervals of return periods are used in the

numerical integration process. However, the accuracy of the

results improves as the number of the trapezoids increase

and the intervals become finer (Supplementary Document 3).

Also, this implementation excludes events that have an AEP

of less than 0.02-percent (i.e., >500-year flood). Of course, in

reality, severe flood events can be observed for floods exceeding

the 500-year return period, and therefore, excluding longer

return periods leads to suboptimal results. While longer return

period events cause larger losses, their contribution to the

total AAL is relatively small because of their low probability

of occurrence, but their inclusion enhances results. In the

second existing implementation, loss is modeled separately

and Riemann sum integration is used to obtain AAL. This

implementation requires separation of the relationship between

depth and damage and instead represents flood loss in terms

of absolute currency, making temporal or spatial adjustments

impossible. In essence, the analysis must be done for every

location and time period. The third existing implementation

neglects the horizontal distance of the building from the river

while estimating AAL. Thus, buildings with similar height

difference from the corresponding gauge stations will have

similar AAL estimates, although they have different flood

hazards. This implementation is suitable for areas adjacent to the

river gauge stations where multiple return period flood depths

data are not available but is not suitable for low-lying, flood

protected areas, such as the case study area. This shortcoming

is likely to explain the extreme disagreement between output

using this implementation compared with the others, as shown

in Table 3.

The approach presented here overcomes the limitation of the

first existing AAL implementation by including frequent (i.e.,

shorter return period) to rare (i.e., longer return period) flood

events while estimating the flood loss. This implementation is

also more mathematically elegant as it models the relationship

between flood depth and AEP, then calculating the loss using
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TABLE 6 As in Table 4, but for damage initiation point of 0 ft relative to FFH, and including Wing et al. (2020).

Freeboard (ft.) USACE (2000) AALT,$ USACE (2006)AALT,$ Nofal et al. (2020) AALT,$ Wing et al. (2020)AALB,$

0.0 $564 $1,085 $346 $214

0.5 $264 $508 $162 $100

1.0 $123 $237 $76 $47

1.5 $57 $111 $35 $21

2.0 $26 $51 $16 $10

2.5 $12 $24 $7 $4

3.0 $5 $10 $3 $2

3.5 $2 $4 $1 $1

4.0 $0 $2 $0 $0

depth damage functions where damage is represented as a

percentage of building replacement value. It overcomes the

limitation of the second existing AAL implementation where

loss is not function of flood depth and building replacement

value is not linked with flood loss from return periods. Building-

specific multiple return period flood depth data were used

to characterize the flood hazard. Thus, the flood hazard is

represented more accurately at individual building locations.

This implementation is suitable for any area whether it is located

within a levee protected area or far from river gauge stations.

The sensitivity analysis is performed using different DDFs

developed for the US. The degree to which the local conditions

of the studied site influence the outcome of loss assessment

is examined by comparing the results of the adopted generic

USACE (2000) DDF to the results of a USACE (2006)

DDF developed by USACE for southern Louisiana, which

includes the study site. USACE (2000) is based on actual

losses from flood victims’ records using data collected from

major flooding events that occurred across the U.S. between

1996 and 1998. By contrast, USACE (2006) is derived as

average loss percentages from multiple freshwater DDFs with

various hydrologic conditions and foundation types that are

specific to that area. USACE (2006) was developed using local

expert opinion estimates and interviews of the homeowner

and commercial sector in southern Louisiana. The results of

applying USACE (2000) are also contrasted with the results

of recent research by Nofal et al. (2020) and Wing et al.

(2020). Nofal et al. (2020) used expert-based data derived

from literature and online sources. While Nofal et al. (2020)

developed loss functions for multiple archetypes, the loss

function corresponding to a one-story, single-family residential

building on a crawlspace foundation is adopted here, as it is

comparable with the other functions. Data from Wing et al.

(2020) represent depth-damage distribution data derived from

NFIP flood damage claims over the 1972 to 2014 period. This

analysis examines the distribution of depth-damage for different

depth increments developed by Wing et al. (2020). These

summary statistics are not in the form of a loss function but

provide context for more recently derived relationships between

depth and damage.

The results of the sensitivity analysis for the location-specific

case study demonstrating that AAL estimates vary due to DDF

selection given a constant damage initiation point invites further

consideration. The 70-year discounted present value of the AAL

estimate by DDF and damage initiation point, for discounted

rates of 7 and 3 percent are shown in Figures 3A,B, respectively,

with a sloping line demarcating the freeboard construction cost

estimated as a percentage of building replacement value (FEMA,

2008; Gnan et al., 2022). Curves from the various DDFs that fall

above that line for a given freeboard amount indicate a beneficial

cost/benefit ratio (i.e., under 1.0) while those below that line

indicate an economically disadvantageous cost/benefit ratio (i.e.,

exceeding 1.0). This analysis will help homeowners in selecting

the optimum freeboard for their homes.

Future research should focus on developing building-

specific DDFs and identifying the correct damage initiation

point—ideally by foundation type. Due to the nature of

the study, the risk assessment covered only direct economic

losses and did not consider indirect economic losses (e.g.,

loss of working hours, mental health). To enhance the

accuracy of flood loss estimates, more research should focus on

estimating these indirect economic losses. Flood risk assessment

models are highly constrained by flood data availability. While

acknowledging the limitations, this research offers a refinement

in flood risk modeling.

Summary and conclusions

Motivated by the increased need to improve loss assessment

for flood hazards and flood mitigation, the aim of this research

was to present an improved implementation that estimates

AAL at the micro-scale level using the Gumbel extreme

value distribution. Despite the benefits, many homeowners

and communities fail to consider mitigation strategies, which

suggests that the potential benefits are not communicated in an
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FIGURE 3

Variability of discounted present value of AAL with freeboard and damage initiation point of di�erent DDF functions, for a 70-year expected

building life using a (A) 7% discount rate, (B) 3% discount rate.

effective way. As a result, benefits are largely unrealized by many

homeowners and communities.

The implementation assesses flood risk at a single-building

level, using its specific flood exposure, as it allows for a

more localized and accurate assessment. Micro-scale flood risk

assessment is characterized by a higher degree of detail and

accuracy. Such an approach supports customized decision-

making by location, building configuration, and budget. AAL

evaluations conducted on an aggregated spatial basis, in which a

particular flood exposure (i.e., flood inundation depth) is applied

to all properties in the area, leads to suboptimal results. As the

flood depths may vary within one area, the risk assessment will

rely on assumptions. The specific findings of this research are:

• The presented implementation is a more mathematically

elegant solution than existing approaches, as the AEP is

calculated for increasing flood depths above ground, which

are correlated to flood depth above FFH and used to

determine the relative flood loss.

• The presented implementation uses finer Riemann

trapezoids that existing implementations and results in the

calculation of lower flood risk than the other three existing

methods for the case study home.

• For the case study home in Metairie, Louisiana, 1 ft of

freeboard results in annual flood risk reduction of over

$1,000, while 4 ft of freeboard results in annual flood risk

reduction of nearly $2,000.

• Considerable difference was observed in flood risk results

when using damage initiation points below FFH, with AAL

values multiple times higher than results where damage was

assumed to initiate at the FFH.

• Considerable difference was observed in flood

risk results based on DDF, holding the damage

initiation point constant. These final two findings

underscore the need for more research on

DDFs and damage initiation, especially based on

foundation type.

These results provide additional support for informing

existing flood management solutions, which currently rely

on AAL estimates that often yield similar results but can

now be compared against Gumbel extreme value-generated

estimates. Moving forward, it is beneficial to integrate the

life-cycle cost-benefit aspect with this risk assessment. In

addition, while this model focused exclusively on single-

property risk assessment, it is essential to undertake the

same assessments on the community level by applying the

risk implementation on a large number of buildings across

space. A broader risk analysis could help in identifying

potentially vulnerable areas within the targeted region, which

could help prioritize future flood risk management strategies.

Future work will emphasize the use of uncertainty measures

(standard deviations) for loss functions and depth-damage

observations. Future work may also consider the effects of

climate change in this risk model by updating the predicted

annual probability of flood events. Results of such additional

work will provide needed information that can be used to further

enhance resilience.
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